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You have inherited the following things from your grandmother. Describe 
them by putting the adjectives in the right order.

Exercise 3

Fill in the gaps with the correct adjective from the list
lovely, fresh, quiet, cosy, bright, excellent, tall, comfortable

Fill in the correct adjective
oval, careful, thick, adventurous, long, generous

Exercise 1

Exercise 2

The cottage was beautiful. It had a  cosy  atmosphere. The rooms were small 
but    . There was     fire burning in the fireplace, and the 
smell of    roses filled each room. The old furniture was in   
condition. The garden was   . There were    trees all round the 
garden and colourful flowers near the cottage. It was very     and 
peaceful. I didn’t want to leave.

Explorers are brave and      adventurous .
Rugby ball isn’t round, it is    .
Uncle Peter is a very   man. He always brings us sweets when he 
visits us.
This book is very     . It doesn’t fit in my handbag.
This dress is too     . I need to shorten it.
Andy is a    driver

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

antique/lovely/radio
sewing machine/German/old

vintage/lamp/small
wooden/clock/brown

black/out-of-date/telephone
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Exercise 4
Please put the correct adjective (from these verbs)  into the gaps provided. 
Either ED or ING

The movie was very  boring  . I had seen it before. (bore)
He was  bored   at home as he had no internet connection.

She was   when she saw all of her birthday presents. (amaze)
The fireworks were    . So many bright lights and loud bangs.

He was not     in the course as the teacher was dull. (interest)
The  museum was     as there were many new exhibitions to look at.

They were     by the sign as it seemed to be pointing in the wrong 
direction. (confuse)
The sign was     it was only written in the Vietnamese language.

The match was     as both teams could score many goals. (excite)
He was       about becoming a footballer. His trial was a great success.

The movie was                                 . Everyone screamed when the aliens 
attacked. (frighten)
She was    of the dark. She had been since she was a child.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.


